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ABSTRACT 

For the CTBT Knowledge Base to be useful as a tool for improving U.S. monitoring capabilities, the contents of the 
Knowledge Base must be subjected to a well-defined set of procedures to ensure integrity and relevance of the con- 
stituent datasets. This paper proposes a possible set of procedures for datasets that are delivered to Sandia National 
Laboratories (SNL) for inclusion in the Knowledge Base. 

The proposed procedures include defining preliminary acceptance criteria, performing verification and validation 
activities, and subjecting the datasets to approval by domain experts. Preliminary acceptance criteria include receipt 
of the data, its metadata, and a proposal for its usability for U.S. National Data Center operations. Verification activi- 
ties establish the correctness and completeness of the data, while validation activities establish the relevance of the 
data to its proposed use. Results from these activities are presented to domain experts, such as analysts and peers for 
final approval of the datasets for release to the Knowledge Base. 

Formats and functionality will vary across datasets, so the procedures proposed herein define an overall plan for 
establishing integrity and relevance of the dataset. Specific procedures for verification, validation, and approval will 
be defined for each dataset, or for each type of dataset, as appropriate. 

Potential dataset sources including Los Alamos National Laboratories and Lawrence Livermore National Laborato- 
ries have contributed significantly to the development of this process. 
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Sandia is a multiprogram laboratory operated by Sandia Corporation, a Lockheed Martin Company, for the United 
States Department of Energy. 



OBJECTIVE 

The study of the flow of datasets from collection to inclusion in the Knowledge Base (KB) and the development of 
procedures k d  methods to support validity, quality and integrity of the Knowledge Base contents serve to improve 
the U.S. CTBT monitoring capability. 

Current and past activities in preparing datasets for inclusion in the Knowledge Base have been analyzed for use in 
defining a process and a set of procedures which meet the objectives stated: 

1) provide assurance through validation that the datasets included in the Knowledge Base 
are of use in monitoring the CTBT in the U.S., 

2) institute a measure of dataset quality as defined by verification procedures, and 
3) track a dataset’s state on its way to being included in the Knowledge Base to ensure 

consistency and provide an interim reporting mechanism. 

The resulting procedures can be viewed as a way to ensure with a high level of confidence that only 
desired datasets of a defined quality pass the hurdles necessary to be included in the Knowledge 
Base. Each successful dataset proposal and delivery would be validated and verified by the entity 
providing the dataset to Sandia National Laboratories (SNL), such as Los Alamos National 
Laboratory (LANL) or Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), by SNL, and by a board 
of concerned DOE experts and subsequently integrated into a future Knowledge Base release. 
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The study of current dataset delivery procedures has resulted in a language for discussing the quality 
and validity of datasets, and a proposed high level procedural mechanism for delivering valid, 
verified, consistent datasets to the Knowledge Base. 

The research results are described and depicted in the following sections: 

0 

a dataset flow diagram, 
0 

0 

a discussion of the language of verification and validation of datasets, 
a list of terms used in this paper, 

a process flow diagram for keeping inventory of datasets, 
and a combined process and event tracing diagram for roughly identifying roles, responsibilities 
and interactions between players. 

The language of V & V 
Verification and validation of the datasets ensure quality and usability of the Knowledge Base. 
Preliminary acceptance criteria provide a basis for evaluating the dataset. The criteria include 
receipt of the data, its metadata, and a proposal for its usability for US NDC operations. The 
metadata describes the data, and may include descriptors such as geophysical location, time period 
of data, and resolution of data. The dataset proposal indicates the specific NDC application that it 
supports, such as a specific automated event processing algorithm or a process in a special event 
evaluation. 

Each of these criteria allows the dataset to be evaluated with respect to correctness and relevance. 
This is known as verification and validation, respectively. Put simply, verification poses the 
question, "Is the data right?" while validation asks, "Is it the right data?" An example is a map of 
the East Coast that may be very accurate for submarines navigating near the shoreline (a "good" 
map), but if the sub is located in the Gulf Coast region, the map is of no use (the map is not valid for 
the proposed application). 

In general, verification of a dataset is defined as ascertaining the correctness of the data. Testing for 
correctness ranges from ensuring that the dataset is of the correct size to ensuring that the 
constituent data is free of anomalies. For example, if a delivered dataset is comprised of a database 
table that should have n number of rows, then it needs to be verified that n rows, no more and no 
less, exist. Or, suppose a dataset is comprised of polygons representing shorelines; then checks need 
to be made to ensure that the polygons maintain their shape integrity. 

Validation pertains to the relevance of the dataset with respect to its stated purpose in the proposal. 
Activities to validate a dataset may include asking whether the dataset is useful for current or future 
applications of the KB and whether it is accurate enough for the applications considered. Validation 
may also include solicitation or polling of an expert's opinion (or a consensus of opinions). 

Procedures for verification, validation, and approval may be pre-defined for certain datatypes. For 
example, a geographic information system dataset will always have certain properties that must be 
verified. Often, however, the datasets are unique or its intended application is unique and the 
acceptance criteria are developed accordingly. 

Note that with both verification and validation activities, the checks are made against stated 
descriptions or purposes for the dataset. That is, the developer of the dataset uses the metadata to 
describe the dataset and articulates the purpose via the dataset proposal. These specifications are 
used directly for verification and validation of the datasets. Vague specifications result in 



insufficient V&V. The format of the proposal and the metadata should provide opportunity to detail 
the specifications to the extent needed for proper V&V. 

Terms 
Dataset - an instance of a datatype as defined by the CTBT Knowledge Base Data Dictionary. 
Dataset Delivery - a dataset product potentially integrated in a Knowledge Base product. 
Delivery Source - entity which delivers datasets to SNL. 
ICB - Integration Control Board, a panel of experts from DOE organizations concerned with KB contents. 
Release - describes Knowledge Base products composed of collections of dataset products. 
V&V- verification and validation. 

Dataset Flow 
A view of the dataset flow is presented below. This diagram introduces the actors and activities 
involved in dataset V&V. This view is presented with intent to encourage thought and conversation. 
It is not intended to be the final word - only a guide toward a better understanding of the subject. 
Dashed lines in the diagram depict communication external to SNL. 

DOE Validation 

AFTAC 
Approval 

Process Flow 
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An example of the process flow at a high level is presented next. Solid lines indicate states and 
flows between states soley within the domain of SNL,. Dashed lines represent all other states and 
flows, (This diagram is consistent with a concurrent process model as described by Pressman, in this 
case, for dataset validation and verification). 

The initial state of a dataset within SNL is Dataset Proposal to SNL Received, and if the dataset 
makes it through acceptance by SNL and the ICB, the final state is Dataset Integrated into the next 
proposed Knowledge Base release. 

Process Flow and Event Tracing 



A more detailed view of the process flow combines process with event tracing giving more 
information about the entities and activities involved in the process. Each boxed title and 
corresponding vertical line represent a role or entity involved in dataset processing. For example, a 
Receiver and an Analyst are entities at SNL which receive and analyze dataset proposals and 
deliveries. The arrows illustrate triggers which precede a change in activity and state. Recording of 
states tracked is indicated by the text “Update state to ..”. (Note: backward progress is represented 
by the text “Return to ..”). This general technique, similar to use-case scenarios, is being used on 
software projects at SNL to identify major interfaces between entities or the most likely points for 
communication to break down. The combined diagram is presented next. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS - 

The procedural definition which evolves from this study will be used within SNL to improve the 
Knowledge Base product. The overall concept may apply to much of the dataset management for 
CTBT. SNL will be able to provide timely information concerning the state of datasets as they are 
processed within SNL. The Knowledge Base will have a high level of integrity, consistency and 
usefulness. 

. 

It is recommended that this information be used as a starting point from which discussions are 
framed and to build a set of procedures complimentary to our objectives. New types of data and 
applications for data are expected to reveal themselves as we come to understand better what 
monitoring a CTBT entails, and each will have particular requirements for V&V and impact the 
procedures we use. 


